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For Immediate Release 
 
Yesterday, the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) issued a press release reporting they had denied 
permission for Cooke Aquaculture to transport 800,000 juvenile Atlantic salmon from the company’s hatchery in 
Rochester, WA to a vacant net pen in Rich Passage. 
 
The agency made the decision to deny the transport permit after samples taken from the Atlantic salmon hatchery in 
Washington tested positive for an “Icelandic form” of Piscine Reovirus (PRV).  An official from WDFW quoted in 
the release, said that introducing an exotic strain of PRV into Washington’s marine waters would represent an 
unknown and unacceptable risk of disease transmission. 
 
“The agency’s decision to not allow the industry to plant PRV-infected fish couldn’t be more prudent or urgent” said 
Kurt Beardslee, Executive Director of the Wild Fish Conservancy (WFC).  “Just last week a new study found that in 
Chinook salmon, PRV causes red blood cells to rupture resulting in anemia and potentially lethal kidney and liver 
disease.” 
 
WFC commends WDFW for taking this necessary action to protect our wild fish from exposure to this debilitating 
and potentially deadly virus, and for this drastic reversal of the agency’s original stance on both the threat and origin 
of PRV. 
 
Following the 2017 Cypress Island spill, WFC received independent lab results confirming the presence of PRV in 
100% of sampled escaped Atlantic salmon.  Genetic sequencing revealed the virus was of Norwegian origin and 
clustered tightly with a PRV-isolate from Iceland, the same exotic country of origin as the virus WDFW found in its 
recent PRV-testing.  This particular isolate of the virus had never been found previous to WFC’s testing and we are 
currently in the process of publishing a technical paper on that particular finding.  In response to our assertions that 
the agency was not adequately acting to protect our wild fish from the threat of PRV, WDFW issued a public white 
paper challenging the results of the genetic sequencing and attempting to discredit WFC’s evaluation of the scientific 
literature on the virus.   
 
In a February 18th Seattle Times article, WDFW, alongside Cooke Aquaculture, further discredited WFC’s technical 
expertise by arguing that the virus poses little or no harm to wild salmonids and that PRV is endemic and common in 
Washington waters and not brought in by the Atlantic salmon aquaculture industry. 
 
Despite this initial agency pushback, WFC continued to stand firmly behind our statements and concerns on PRV, 
that this virus was brought into Pacific waters by a foreign source and places an unacceptable risk on our region’s wild 
salmon.  It appears that the state has reversed their position and are in agreement with our earlier concerns, therefore 
we respectfully request that the state remove their public criticism of our earlier analysis from the department’s 
website.  
 
While we commend WDFW for their recent decision to not allow the transfer of PRV-infected juvenile 
Atlantic salmon into Puget Sound, it is of the utmost urgency that the agency immediately conduct impartial 
PRV sampling and testing in all currently stocked net pens, remove all fish that test positive for the virus 
from public waters, and adequately fallow net pens that held PRV-infected fish.  These actions are necessary 
to assure the public that PRV-infected farmed fish are not amplifying and spreading the virus to our already 
imperiled wild salmon. 
 

https://wdfw.wa.gov/news/may1718c/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/virus-in-escaped-fish-common-not-harmful-to-salmon-in-washington-waters-state-says/
http://wildfishconservancy.org/wfc-press-release-feb.-20th-2018/at_download/file


In addition to a recent study that found PRV causes debilitating and potentially lethal disease in Chinook salmon, a 
2017 B.C. study found that wild salmon migrating in close proximity to Atlantic salmon net pens were much more 
likely to test positive for PRV than those located farther away.  This evidence strongly suggests that farmed fish 
infected with PRV will spread the virus to wild salmon and emphasizes the urgency of testing currently stocked net 
pens.  
 
While Washington’s phase-out of Atlantic salmon net pens will be complete by 2022, it is critical that we stand in 
solidarity with our neighbors in British Columbia where 80% of farmed fish are infected with PRV.  Despite legal 
challenges and growing evidence that the virus causes irrevocable harm, the Canadian government continues to allow 
the Atlantic salmon aquaculture industry to plant PRV-infected fish into the Salish Sea.  As our wild fish do not 
recognize international boundaries, it is critical that Washington work with B.C. First Nations to defend our wild 
salmon, the killer whales that depend on their abundance, and our cherished marine environment. 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Kurt Beardslee 
Executive Director, Wild Fish Conservancy 
425.788.1167 or info@wildfishconservancy.org 
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